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The Commentors Name: 
---~ Kenneth C Booe 

The Commentors Address:
 
---> 1020 Deerskin St.
 
---> Pahrump, Nevada 89041
 

Email Information:
 
---> kdcb@pahrump.com
 
---> Add commentor to the mailing list : yes
 

Contact Information:
 
---> fax number :
 
---> phone number 775 513 1054
 
---> organization
 
---> position:
 

Comment Text : , t--> I support Yucca Mountain 100 per cent. The hundreds of temporary storage 
sites around the nation represent THE MOST DANGEROUS ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
SECURITY HAZARDS. Nearly 100 per cent of the nations citizens are complete 
morons when it comes to understanding anything about radioactive hazards.~ 

~ [The DOE has made a HUGE MISTAKE in making people think that this facility must 
last ONE MIfiLION YEARS or whatever ridiculous amount of time that has been 
suggested . "'The simple truth is that, most likely, within a HUNDRED YEARS we 
will figure out something else to do with it. We will probably figure out 
other uses for it, or else we will discover new space propulsion methods so 
that we can simply shoot it out into intergalactic space. Yes, I said 
intergalactic .J 

~ ~y support for Yucca Mountain has one reservation. The nation must pay 
Nevada, and pay Nevada well, for this service. If the federal government and 
the contributing states do not wish to pay Nevada EXTREMELY WELL for this 
service, then I will withdraw my support and tell you all to stick your 
nuclear waste up your respective asses. If the states do not want to pay for 
their waste disposal, the only alternative is for each state that generates 
nuclear waste must build their own Yucca Mountain type facility.:l 

That is my intelligent and rational proposal to you. Do with it what you 
will. 



Ken Booe 


